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This TechMIS issue includes two Special Reports.  The first is based upon a 

memorandum sent to Congress by the People For the American Way (PFAW) identifying 

numerous sole source non-competitive grants and Congressional earmarks -- amounting 

to over $75 million -- to pro-school choice groups and other Administration supporters.  

It also includes “scanty” information on the new initiative announced by the President in 

September, supported by USED and The Broad Foundation funding at $50-55 million, to 

create a national website which allows anyone to review test scores of individual schools.  

Supporters claim this will help parents and others make better informed decisions 

regarding schools to which students can be transferred and/or to identify best practices 

which work with subgroups of students.  This initiative, and certain other projects 

identified in the PFAW report, represent “unfair” Government-subsidized competition 

with the private sector generally.   

 

The second Special Report, which was sent out on November 13 to key contacts among 

TechMIS subscribers because of the timely nature of the data, includes districts which 

recently received approval for E-Rate applications, many of which were in the appeals 

process.  Some of these districts represent opportunities for purchases of software, staff 

development, and other non-eligible E-Rate products in cases where the districts will be 

requesting a refund of E-Rate discounts through the Form 472 BEAR process.  Please 

review the suggested sales approach in the cover memo. 

 

 

 

 

M E M O R A N D U M 



The Washington Update items include: 

 

 NCLB implementation and state budget deficits which were addressed by state 

legislators nationwide this last year and the results of a recent survey which 

indicates that state education technology funding has been reduced, although K-

12 state budgets for school year 2003-04 are more positive than last year’s budget 

allocations; 

 

 The results of the most recent non-partisan Public Agenda survey of 

superintendents and principals which finds that the vast majority feel NCLB is 

“unworkable” as written but suggest how software and other publishers should 

approach principals and superintendents with proposed solutions relating to 

NCLB requirements; 

 

 A recent report by USED Office of Inspector General which indicates what 

NCLB provisions are most likely to be included over the next year, including a 

review of Congressionally “earmarked” projects, which could involve technology 

firms and education publishers. 

 

 Highlights of two recent NCES surveys on Internet use for education purposes 

which suggests opportunities for many TechMIS subscribers, particularly for 

online services in rural districts. 

 

On November 24, the Senate finally passed its mark-up of the FY 2004 budget.  

Differences still exist between the House markup passed two months ago (which reflects 

the President’s proposal generally) and the Senate version.  Knowledgeable observers 

suggest that IDEA will likely receive an increase of between $1.0 and $1.5 billion while 

Title I will receive an increase of $600-$800 million as a result of the conference markup 

expected in mid-December.  If the House and Senate cannot arrive at a compromise, then 

an existing Continuing Resolution through January 31, 2004, will result in continued 

funding by program at existing levels.  To the extent that uncertainty continues to exist 

regarding funding for Title I and other programs for FY 2004, districts are more likely to 

hold in reserve some of their Title I funds with the intent of carrying them over until next 

year.  If, however, such increases do occur, then there will be unspent money at the end 

of this current fiscal year (similar to last year) to purchase products and services through 

September 30, 2004.   

 

Lobbyists and other groups with whom we have talked feel that the reauthorization of 

IDEA will not occur until early next year after the Administration has issued final 

regulations regarding assessment issues related to special education students (i.e., not 

more than one percent of students can be excluded from taking regular state assessments 

and how to report special education students who “exit” from special education).  At that 

time, debates will be heated and become election issues.  The reauthorization of Head 

Start will likewise be postponed until the next Congressional session. 

 

As a final note, we wish to remind TechMIS subscribers that all portions of TechMIS 



reports are copyrighted and should be treated in a secure manner, preventing any 

unauthorized use by individuals or groups who are not employees of the TechMIS 

subscriber.  Some of our recent reports have ended up in the hands of groups who are not 

employed by TechMIS subscribers.  We appreciate your attention to this matter.   

 


